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THE INVESTMENT POTENTIAL OF THE JEWISH AUTONOMOUS REGION
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THE MAIN PRIORITIES OF THE INVESTMENT POLICY

The Development of the Mining Industry in the Region, the Expansion of Market for Products of Mining Companies (graphite, brucite, basalt and others)

The creation of transport and logistical centers with the use of opportunities provided by the construction of the international railway bridge across the Amur river in

The development of agricultural complex, including the production of organic agricultural products, the development of greenhouse agriculture and livestock breeding

The development of Tourism of the, Creation of a modern therapeutic resort based on a nitrogen-siliceous thermal water source in pos. Kuldur
THE PROJECTS IMPLEMENTED WITH THE ATTRACTION OF FOREIGN INVESTMENTS

Construction of the second stage of the Kimkano-Sutarshkiy ore mining and processing plant

The construction of the international railway bridge across the Amur river in Nizhneleninskoje (Russia) and Tongjiang (China)

Construction of a mining and processing enterprise for the production of tin concentrate
Construction of the second stage of mining and processing plant on the basis of the Sutarskiy iron ore deposits

The initiator of the project: LLC “Kimkano-Sutarskiy M&PP”

Design capacity:
10,25 million tones of ore
capacity of the enterprise up to 4.5 million tons of concentrate

The volume of investments:
1,6 billion rubles
Construction of a mining and processing enterprise for the production of tin concentrate

Investor: **KHINGAN RESOURCES LIMITED**

The capacity of the processing plant: 1,1 tonnes of concentrate

The implementation period: 2017 - 2018

The volume of investments is $15,0 mln

The development of the graphite deposit “Souznoye”

Investor: **LLC “DALGRAPHITE”**

The implementation period: 2011 - 2019

The volume of investments is $83,3 mln
Investor: The Russian Direct Investment Fund (RDIF) LLC «Rubikon»
Customer company: to 20.0 mln tonn annually
Traffic volume: 2209 meters
The length of the bridge: $151.5 mln
Total investments: 2016 – 2019
The implementation period:
AGRICULTURAL SECTOR IS THE PRIORITY DIRECTION OF THE COOPERATION

- The organization of deep comprehensive soy processing
- Development of beef and dairy farming
- Development of greenhouse farming
THE TERRITORY OF ADVANCED SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT "AMUR- KHINGANSK"

4 sites with a total area of 520,2 gectars
4 residents

$ 255,2 mln private investment

railway bridge across the Amur river
STATE SUPPORT OF THE INVESTMENT ACTIVITY

- the granting of concessions on regional taxes (income tax, property tax, vehicle tax)
- financial support (subsidy of interest rates on bank loans and lease payments received for the implementation of the investment project)
- conclusion of agreements on public-private partnership and concession arrangements
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http://invest.eao.ru